THE STATUS OF THE ARTS IN AN EMERGING STATE OF
PALESTINE
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I. INTRODUCTION
A surprising amount of artistic activity takes place in the embryonic, wartorn state of Palestine. Despite the turbulent political atmosphere, there has been
virtually no official governmental censorship of the arts. However, the volatile
political and social context and unofficial governmental censorship have
encouraged most Palestinian artists to practice self-censorship in the areas of
religion, sex, and politics.
This Article begins with an examination of the different ideological
frameworks through which the Palestinian Authority (P.A.) and the Islamic
Resistance Movement (hereinafter Hamas) view the arts. Next is a detailed
discussion of the current status of the arts in Palestine. This Article concludes by
predicting how the Palestinian constitution and the promulgation of more laws
will shape the future of the Palestinian arts.

II. TWO COMPETING IDEOLOGIES
The two major political components in Palestine today are the Palestinian
Authority government, lead by Arafat and his Fatah political party, and the
Islamic Fundamentalists, dominated by Hamas. 1 These two political groups have
very different views on the arts.
Hamas leadership wrote the Covenant of the Islamic Resistance Movement
(the Hamas Charter), which appeared on the streets of the Gaza Strip in 1988,
during the Intifada.2 Article Nineteen of the Hamas Charter explains that Islamic
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art should be used to further the "Battle of Liberation," 3 the battle Hamas is
Syrian rule and to
waging to liberate all of "Palestine" from Israeli, Jordanian, and
4
create in this "Greater Palestine" an Islamic Palestinian state.
While Article Nineteen of the Hamas Charter references the traditional
definition of Islamic art, 5 Hamas' behavior suggests that its conception of Islamic
art is quite different from the traditional understanding of it, which was very strict
as to both form and content. 6 Interpretations of a strict Koranic ban against7
idolatry resulted in an Islamic rule forbidding the creation of representational art.
It is considered blasphemy for a Muslim to paint, draw, or sculpt people,
animals, and particular things or places because only Allah is allowed to create
images.8 Thus, images of people, animals, or particular places are absent from
traditional Islamic art, which 9is dominated instead by calligraphy and abstract
geometrical and floral patterns. In modem times, this ban on representational art
was logically extended to include photography, television, and cinema.10 In
addition to the ban on representational art, the Koran has been interpreted to forbid
singing, dancing, music, and payment for performance, all of which are seen as
frivolous and immoral."l

3.

Article Nineteen of the Hamas Charter provides in relevant part:

The issues of Islamic liberation are in need of Islamic art that would take
the spirit high.... The book, the article, the bulletin, the sermon, the
thesis, the popular poem, the poetic ode, the song, the play and others,
contain the characteristics of Islamic art, then these are among the
requirements of ideological mobilization, renewed food for the journey
and recreation for the soul. The road is long and suffering is plenty.
The soul will be bored, but Islamic art renews the energies, resurrects the
movement, arousing in them lofty meanings and proper conduct.
HAMAS CHARTER, art. 19.
4.
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Hamas violates these traditional Islamic artistic norms every day by using
photography, movies, songs, dances, and plays to promote its religious and
political goals. 12 At the same time, Hamas attacks and condemns movies, plays,
songs, and dances which are "immoral" and "un-Islamic" because of their sexy
lyrics, coed dancing, unveiled women, partial female nudity, or general sexual
overtones and Western influence.1 3 Thus, to Hamas, Islamic art means any art
that promotes its political agenda and does not violate its definition of Islam or
Islamic morals by involving sex, nudity, commingling of the sexes, unveiled
women, gambling, or drinking.
On the other hand, Arafat and the P.A. have claimed a strong belief in the
democratic principle of freedom of expression. 14 In furtherance of this belief, the
P.A. has sponsored the creation of Palestinian television and radio as well as
film, theater, and art. However, the P.A. believes that, especially during this
15
uncertain beginning period, total freedom of expression would lead to anarchy.
16
Thus, the P.A. limits freedom of expression for national security reasons.

III. THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE PALESTINIAN ARTS
A. Palestinian Radio
There is one Palestinian radio station, the Voice of Palestine, which is
located in a private three-story home in Jericho. 17 The foreign press and human
rights watchdog groups believe that the Voice of Palestine is either run or heavily
controlled by the P.A.18 Most of the radio broadcasting is about what Arafat and
the P.A. are doing; 19 it rarely criticizes or questions either and the news has a

12.
13.
14.

See infra notes 106-34 and accompanying text.
See infra notes 82-84 and accompanying text.
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available in 1995 WL 10425180.
17. Mary Curtius, Daniela Karim Khalaf The Radio Voice of Palestine, L.A.
TIMES, May 9, 1995, at 5.
18. The Gaza Strip and Jericho Human Rights Under PalestinianPartialSelf-Rule,
HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, Feb. 1995, at 27 <http://www.hrw.org> [hereinafter The Gaza
Strip and Jericho].
19. Joel Greenberg, Gazans Get Own T.V., Filtered by Arafat, N.Y. TIMES, Feb.

12, 1995, at 15.
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P.A. party-line spin.20 During the first Palestinian election last January,
21
Palestinian radio overwhelmingly favored candidates from Arafat's Fatah party.
However, the Voice of Palestine did offer all election candidates-almost
70022
two minutes of air time to campaign for themselves and their platforms.
The bright spot of the Voice of Palestine is Good Morning Palestine, a
lively radio call-in show hosted by Karim Khalaf, a young, educated Palestinian
woman.2 3 During the show, Karim fields complaints from call-in listeners about
garbage collection, arrogant ministers in the P.A., unemployment, and the
treatment of women in the workplace. 24 Often in the middle of the show Karim
will place a call to a startled bureaucrat and relay on-the-air the complaints leveled
against his ministry. 25 The democratic flavor of this show speaks favorably of
the P.A.'s commitment to freedom of expression.

B. Palestinian Television
The 1993 Declaration of Principles for Autonomy followed by a formal
agreement signed in February of 1994 brought the Palestinian Broadcasting
Corporation (PBC), the state-run television station, into existence.2 6
In
September 1994, the PBC began experimental broadcasting in the Gaza Strip by
broadcasting grainy Arafat photos from a mobile van.2 7 On June 21, 1995, after
two months of negotiations, Israel and the P.A. signed an agreement allowing the
creation of a full Palestinian television service, broadcasting to all of the Gaza
Strip, the West Bank, and parts of Israel and Jordan. 28 The agreement allowed the
Palestinians to build television studios in Ramallah with transmitters there and in

20. Elaine Ruth Fletcher, Mideast Barriersto Peace Persist, S.F. EXAMINER, Mar.
17, 1996, at A10.
21. Id.
22. Anton La Guardia, Democracy Labours to Make Itself Heard in Arafat's
Palestine, DAILY TELEGRAPH (London), Jan. 19, 1996, at 11.
23. Id.
24. Id.
25. Id.
26. Ezz Said, Palestinian Television Still Going Through Birth Pangs, Agence
France-Presse, Mar. 7, 1995, available in 1995 WL 7773943.
27. PalestinianTV to Start FirstBroadcasts in West Bank, Agence France-Presse,
June 4, 1995, available in 1995 WL 7812118.
28. Jon Immanuel, Agreement Reached on Palestinian T. V., JERUSALEM POST,
June 22, 1995, at 02; Israel, Palestinians in TV-Radio Accord, BALTIMORE SUN, June
22, 1995, at A4.
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Jericho, Jenin, Hebron, and Nablus. 29 The PBC has received equipment and
funding from Britain, the United States, Germany, France, and Japan. 30
The PBC's programming has been very creative. The station produces seven
of its own shows, including This Week, a political talk show, From Zero to the
Summit, which tackles social issues such as early marriage, and Horsemen in the
Arena, a quiz show.31 The rest of the time the PBC broadcasts either news or
movies, cartoons, music videos, and soap operas pirated from the United States,
32
Europe, or the surrounding Arab states.
During the two weeks before the January 1996 elections, the PBC ran Flash,
a nine-episode series of short, comic television shows designed to teach
Palestinians how to vote responsibly.33 The shows were fifteen to thirty minutes
34
long and were done either in candid-camera fashion or in overdone sitcom style.
One of the shows captured on hidden camera a fictitious shady Palestinian
parliamentary candidate walking through the streets of Gaza with his campaign
slogan written on his bald head.?5 After the elections, the Flash team hoped to
transform the series into a lasting show that would openly and honestly tackle
important Palestinian political and economic issues-including the behavior of
P.A. members.3 6 Finally, a joint Israeli-Palestinian production of Sesame Street
is scheduled to air in 1997. 37 It will be an innovative, bilingual production
38
stressing peaceful conflict resolution and mutual respect.
Despite such innovative programming, political and moral censorship
abound. The PBC's news broadcasts and talk shows never criticize Arafat or his
government. Opposition views such as those of Hamas are ignored and news
39
programs concentrate instead on what Arafat and his ministers did that day.
The PBC's coverage of the first Palestinian elections was overwhelmingly
skewed in favor of Arafat and his Fatah party. In the weeks before the elections,

29. Israel PalestiniansNot on Same Frequency, Agence France-Presse, May 31,
1995, available in 1995 WL 7810343.
30. Japan to Give Palestinians21 Million Dollars in Aid, Agence France-Presse,
Mar. 31, 1996, available in 1996 WL 3830229; Palestinian Television Is Born,
Agence France-Presse, Jan. 17, 1996, available in 1996 WL 3789623; Said, supra
note 26.
31. Donna Abu-Nasr, Shabby TV Wins Praise, 1st Local Station Symbol of
Palestine' Autonomy, DALLAS MORNING NEws, May 28, 1995, at A45.
32. Id.
33. Deborah Horan, Palestine-Elections: The Funny Side of Democracy, Inter
Press Service, Jan. 18, 1996, available in 1996 WIL 7881036.
34. Id.
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. Marisa Guthrie, Plugged in Big Bird and Friends Move to Middle East,
BOSTON HERALD, Dec. 10, 1995, at 004; John Donnelly, Sesame Street: A Road to
Peace Between Palestiniansand Israelis?,Hous. CHRON., Nov. 26, 1995, at 35.
38. Guthrie, supra note 37, at 004.
39. Abu-Nasr, supra note 31.
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Fatah was the only political party to have any real access to television
broadcasting. 40 The PBC covered almost all of Arafat's daily activities, granting
him over nine hours of air time. 4 1 In stark contrast, the PBC mentioned Arafat's
42
rival's name only once and granted her no television campaign time whatsoever.
While television officials insist on denying their political censorship, they
openly admit to their moral censorship. 4 3 The head of the PBC in Gaza, Hisham
Makki, explained that the PBC practiced self-censorship with regard to sex,
editing out bedroom scenes, passionate kisses, and sexy dancing from pirated
films and soap operas. 44 It is unclear whether this sexual censorship is the result
of pressure from Hamas45 or just public consensus. While the PBC may not
give Hamas much air time, their fear of or respect for Hamas surfaces in other
ways, such as the station's moral
censorship and the Islamic prayers which begin
46
and end each daily broadcast.
Despite the promise that Flash and Sesame Street held for Palestinian
freedom of expression, Arafat has recently demonstrated that Palestinian television
will be completely state controlled. In late February 1996, the P.A. shut down
all private television stations operating in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, after a
local private television station gave wide coverage to complaints against P.A.
taxation. 4 7 However, wealthy Palestinians48 can circumvent this P.A. television
Thus, Palestinian television has
monopoly by purchasing satellite dishes.
begun to look more and more like Jordanian television, with its state-run
politically and morally conservative television stations and its satellite option for
the wealthy few. 49 At the same time, Palestinian television is not yet as
oppressive as Iranian, Saudi, Algerian, or Syrian television-where high

40. Agence France-Presse, Dec. 29, 1995.
41. Eric Silver, EditorAccuses Arafat of Coercion, INDEPENDENT (London), Jan.
1, 1996, at 9.
42. Derek Brown, Arafat's Nation, GUARDIAN (London) Feb. 24, 1996, at T32.
43. Newscast New Television Network, The Palestine Broadcasting Corporation,
May Serve as Yasir Arafat Forum (CBS Evening News, June 4, 1995).
44. Id.
45. See Barton Gellman, Arabs Battle Arabs In Gaza, S.F. CHRON., Nov. 19,
1994, at Al. Hamas has a history of torching movie theaters and video stores which
showed erotic films. Id.
46. Abu-Nasr, supra note 31.
47. Palestinian Authority Switches Off Private Television, Agence FrancePresse, Feb. 29, 1996, available in 1996 WL 3813354.
48. Telephone Interview with Mahommad al-Sawalmeh, Head of the Documentary
Department of the Palestinian Authority's Ministry of Culture (Mar. 30, 1996).
49. John Kifner, Jordan Leaders Deny Existence of Hamas, DALLAS MORNING
NEws, Mar. 24, 1996, at A22; Jordan T.V. Appeals to People Through The Proper
Channels,JERUSALEM POST, May 5, 1993, at 8; Ethan Bronner, JordanSeeks Good But
Not Free Press, LAS VEGAS REV. J., Nov. 25, 1993, at B13.
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government officials strictly dictate the content of all programming, major world
50
events are completely ignored, and satellite dishes are illegal
C. Music and Dance in Palestine
The music and dance of Palestine illustrate the interplay in Palestine between
Eastern and Western concepts of art. The traditional Middle Eastern component of
Palestinian culture is seen in the belly dancing on the beach 5' and folk dancing at
national festivals, holidays, and celebrations. 52 Western influences on Palestinian
culture can be seen throughout the West Bank and Gaza. Last summer, the P.A.
sponsored a "tex-mex" concert in Jericho,53 a music festival with Western-style
music and dancing, and a Russian circus. 54 In addition, American-style disco can
be found at Gaza beach-front restaurants and at the first Western-style Palestinian
disco, the Earthquake, which recently opened in 56Bethlehem. 55
Finally,
Palestinian women have begun taking aerobics classes.
Music and dance have often been the forum for the battle between Hamas and
the P.A. over control of the arts. Hamas published front-page newspaper
advertisements condemning the P.A.-sponsored music festival and Russian circus,
the belly dancing on Gaza Beach, and the disco music in restaurants. 5 7 Hamas
demanded the cancellation of the P.A.-sponsored music festival, claiming that the
Western-style singing and dancing was immoral, that it allowed promiscuous
mixing of men and women which could only lead to adultery, and that it
promoted foreign cultural norms which were contrary to Islamic precepts and the

50. See e.g., MIDDLE EAST WATCH, SYRIA UNMASKED 117 (1991)[hereinafter
SYRIA UNMASKED].
51. Jon Immanuel, Gaza's Version of Sunset Strip, JERUSALEM POST, Sept. 15,

1995, at 12.
52. Celebrating a Beginning, MACLEAN'S, Jan. 15, 1996, at 29; Serge
Schmemann, Bethlehem Joyfully Marks Jesus' Birth, New Era of Self-Rule, CoM.
APPEAL, Dec. 25, 1995, at Al; Sakher Abu el-Oun, Agence France-Presse, Nov. 15,
1995, available in 1995 WL 11471075; Yaroslav Trofimov, Palestinians Waste No
Time in Takeover, MONTREAL GAzETrE, Nov. 16, 1995, at A15; Palestine-Dec. 8Uprising Day, APS DIPLOMAT RECORDER, Dec. 10, 1994, available in 1994 WL
2796305.
53. Peter Shaw-Smith, Tejano Shakes Walls of Jericho, SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS
NEwS, Apr. 16, 1995, available in 1995 WL 5557811.
54. Immanuel, supra note 51.
55. Ezz Said, Palestinian "Earthquake" Disco Rocks Bethlehem, Agence FrancePresse, Jan. 1, 1995, available in 1995 WL 7736681.
56. Donna Abu-Nasr, Self-Rule in Gaza Eases Cultural Taboos, Palestinians
Sample New Pastimes as Muslim Fundamentalists Warn of Decadence, DALLAS
MORNING NEws, Jan. 22, 1995, at A35.
57. Immanuel, supra note 51.
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The P.A. responded by immediately suspending the
national interest.58
newspapers which published these Hamas advertisements.5 9
While the music festival did take place, Hamas' advertisements forced the
cancellation of the highlight of the festival, a concert by Israeli pop icon Zehava
Ben.60 Hamas opposed Zehava Ben on a number of levels.6 1 First, she is
Israeli. 62 Second, she is a woman who sings in public. 63 Third, she sings sexy
songs while unveiled and dressed in tight jeans. 64 Hamas forced the Russian
circus out of town as well by claiming that the scantily dressed female acrobats
had AIDS and were spreading the disease. 65 Thanks to fiery Hamas sermons
and prostitution, the Gaza Beach belly dancers
linking belly dancing to adultery
66
only lasted a weekend or two.
Women rarely dance in public and will not go out unescorted at night for fear
of being confronted and attacked by Hamas members. 67 The only way the
Earthquake disco was able to open and remain open was by getting permission
as bouncers to control drinking, drugs,
from Hamas and hiring Hamas supporters
68
and fraternizing between the sexes.

D. Palestinian Theater
Palestinian theater clearly illustrates the political limits to Palestinian artistic
expression. The only P.A-sponsored piece of theater has been The Mill, a P.A.
propaganda play which glorified Palestinian history and emphasized the P.A. view
of the peace process.69 The Mill was performed by the Palestinian military
70
theater and produced by the P.A.'s Moral and Political Guidance Department.
Much more daring was Democracy By Force, a privately produced political
satire which poked fun at the Palestinian election candidates, Arafat's body guards,

58. Donna Abu-Nasr, Islamists Denounce Art Festival as Grazing Field of Satan,
AP, Aug. 17, 1995, available in 1995 WL 4402407.
59. Jon Immanuel, Journalists Blast PA's Restrictions on Press Freedom,
JERUSALEM POST,

Sept. 29, 1995, at 2.

Immanuel, supra note 51.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Belly Dancers, Liquor, Restaurants Flourishas Gazans Catch up, MONTRrAL
GAzErTE, July 8, 1995, at A16.
67. Said, supra note 55.
68. Id.
69. Nejla Sammakia, Palestinian Military Theater Stages First Play in Gaza,
Agence France-Presse, May 27, 1995, available in WL 7808777.
70. Id.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
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and the traditional patriarchal family.7 1 The play insinuated that many of the
candidates for Palestinian parliament were corrupt and stupid,7 2 and a character in
the play wore the sacred Palestinian flag as a necktie. 73 Most controversial of all
was the fact that the main character's wife left him after discovering that he had
exercised his right under Islam to marry a second wife. 74 This progressive play
questioned the pillars of Palestinian society, dared to mock everyone around Arafat
(but not Arafat himself), and in so doing, demonstrated both how expansive
Palestinian artistic freedom is and where its limits lie.
A Jordanian satire of the peace process, Peace 0' Peace, stepped past these
limits.75 The play showed Israelis taking advantage of the Palestinians' weak
position in peace negotiations while Arafat could
say only, "I have to call
77
Clinton." 76 The play was stoned out of Ramallah.
East Jerusalem, which remains outside the P.A.'s direct authority, presents a
much freer forum for Palestinian artistic expression. It was there that a joint
Israeli-Palestinian production of Romeo and Juliet premiered. 78 The Israelis
played the Capulets, and the Palestinians, the Montagues. 7 9 The play went on to
tour Europe and the U.S., but was barred from
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip
80
as well as from most other Arab countries.

E. Palestinian Cinema
There are no movie theaters in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.81 In
November of 1994, Hamas members burnt down the Nasser, the only movie
82
theater in the Gaza Strip, because they felt the movie theater was un-Islamic.
The theater had played movies where women wore one-piece bathing suits and

71.

Barton Gelman, Palestinian Play Parodies Candidates, Family Life;

Allusions to Reality Mock All But Arafat, WASH. POST, Jan. 20, 1996, at A17.

72.
73.
74.
75.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Scheherezade Faramarzi, Israelis Rave, Arabs Boo at Satire of Peace Talks,
Nmvs & OBSERVER (Raleigh), Jan. 7, 1996, at A16.
76. Id.
77. Id.
78. Israelis, Arabs Find Shakespeare Heals Old Wounds, ROCKY MTN. NEWS
(Denver), Dec. 18, 1994, at A95.
79. Id.
80. Id.
81. Telephone Interview with Mahommad al-Sawalmeh, supra note 48.
82 Barton Gellman, Arafat, Militants Reach Truce After Shootings;
Demonstrations Continue; Arafat Blames Outsiders, WASH. POST, Nov. 20, 1994, at
A29.
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burnt down
where men and women danced together and kissed. 83 Hamas has also
84
and attacked local video stores for renting out "un-Islamic" videos.
Nonetheless, Palestinians are still producing movies which are being shown
85
The crucial problem, as with
abroad and on video in Palestinian wedding halls.
all of the Palestinian arts, is lack of funding. 8 6 However, the Netherlands and
Germany have funded a number of local Palestinian filmmakers, 87 and
Palestinians living in exile in Europe, the United States, and other Arab countries
continue to produce powerful films about Palestine. 88 Almost all of these
Palestinian films are political or social commentaries.
The P.A. Ministry of Culture has also created a film department, which is
currently receiving funding from Europe and producing documentary films on
Gaza fishermen to peace process problems and Palestinian
topics ranging from
89
sex discrimination.
Two Palestinian directors not affiliated with the P.A. government, Rashid
Masharawi and Daoud Kuttab, have gained name recognition both inside and
outside of Palestine. Rashid Masharawi was born in the Gaza Strip, but has lived
periodically in Europe. 90 His first feature film, Curfew, was written while he
was trapped because of a curfew at his family home in a Gaza refugee camp during
the Gulf War. 91 Curfew has received a number of prestigious awards and has been
shown all over the United States, Europe, and the Middle East.92 Masharawi
went on to produce two more films with funding from the Netherlands, Until
FurtherNotice and Hafa.93 All three films have been shown on 94video to packed
crowds in Palestinian wedding halls and in movie theaters abroad.

83. Id.
84. John West, Unrest Rages in Gaza City as Militants Clash With Israeli
Troops, DET. NEWS, Nov. 20, 1994, at A13.
85. Telephone interview with Mahommad al-Sawalmeh, supra note 48.
86. Id.
87. Id.
88. Judy Stone, DirectorWants Film To Be Gesture Toward Arab-Jewish Peace,
S.F. CHRON., July 16, 1995, at 32; Cathy Curtis, Insights and Images Video Exhibit
Attempts to Explore Middle East Issues Without Taking Sides, L.A. TIMES, Apr. 2,
1992, at 8 OCLive.
89. Telephone Interview with Mahhomad al-Sawalmeh, supra note 48.
90. Bill Stamets, Gulf War "Curfew" Takes Absurdist View, CHi. SuN TiMEs, Nov.
24, 1995, at 39; Gene Seymour, Tedium and Rage in a Gaza Camp, NEWSDAY, Dec. 7,
1994, at Bil.
91. Seymour, supra note 90, at Bll.
92. Stamets, supra note 90.
93. Telephone Interview with Mahommad al-Sawalmeh, supra note 48.
94. Id.
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Daoud Kuttab is president of the Jerusalem Film Institute and has produced a
number of documentaries, most recently Peace Chronicles.95 Peace Chronicles is
a joint Israeli-Palestinian production in which three average Israelis and three
average Palestinians were given video cameras and asked to record life in their
communities for the first six months of the peace process. 96 The result is a raw,
intimate view of the peace process. 97 This honest film, which dared to recognize
and grapple with both the Palestinian and the Israeli points of view, was produced
and screened in East Jerusalem, which remains under Israeli authority.
The P.A. asserts that they will support any artistic project, that there is no
official Palestinian censorship board, and that there are no legal limitations on the
content of Palestinian films. 98 Yet, no P.A.-respecting film director would
produce a film criticizing Arafat or the P.A., praising Israel, promoting Hamas,
discussing Islamic Fundamentalism, or even grappling honestly with the Hamas
problem.99 In addition, fear of Hamas would prevent any Palestinian film director
from producing a film with bedroom scenes, passionate kissing, partial nudity, or
sexy dancing, or one which mocked or questioned Islam.' 0 0 Thus, Palestinian
film producers recognize that they must practice self-censorship in three spheres:
10 1
sex, politics, and religion.
As in Egypt, the moral and religious censorship in Palestine comes not from
the state but rather from intimidation by groups of Islamic fundamentalist
extremists. 10 2 The level of moral and religious censorship in Palestine is more
like that found in Egypt than that found in Iran or Saudi Arabia.' 0 3 Hamas
censors, like Egyptian fundamentalists, are concerned with women in bathing
suits, passionate kisses, sex, and sexual dancing,' 0 4 while Iranian censors are

95. Adina Hoffman, The Good, The Bad, and the Boring, JERUSALEM POST, Jan.
16, 1995, at 5; New Documentary Reflects Life of Israelis, Palestinians (Nat'1 Pub.
Radio Morning Edition, Apr. 1, 1995).
96. Hoffman, supra note 95, at 5.
97. Id.
98. Telephone Interview with Mahommad al-Sawalmeh, supra note 48.
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. See infra notes 181-93 and accompanying text.
102. John Lancaster, Cloudy Dayfor Cairo Star; Film Celebrity Sued by Islamic
Right, WASH. POST, Jan. 31, 1996, at A12; Kimberly Dozier, Defeat for Islamic
Censors in Egypt, Court Strikes Down Ban on Nation's Most Popular Movie, S.F.
CHRON., Apr. 3, 1995, at A10; Sammy Ketz, Islamists Using Courts To Curb Freedom
of Expression, Agence France-Presse, Sept. 4, 1995, available in LEXIS, News
Library, AFPFR file.
103. Lancaster, supra note 102; Dozier, supra note 102; Ketz, supra note 102;
SYRIA UNMASKED, supra note 50, at 128-30; Middle East Watch, GUARDIANS OF
THOUGHT LIMITS ON FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN IRAN 94-109 (1994) [hereinafter
GUARDIANS OF THOUGHT].

104. Barton Gellman, Arafat, Militants Reach Truce After Shootings, WASH.
POST., Nov. 20, 1994, at A29; see also Deborah Horan, Palestine: Isolated Christians
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concerned with unveiled women, women 1whose
robes do not obscure all body
05
curves, and eye contact between the sexes.
F. Hamas Art
In the process of promoting and achieving their political, religious, and
social goals, Hamas produces a variety of art in Palestine. Hamas rock bands,
such as the Martyrs, play at parties and Hamas rallies, 10 6 are made up only of
men, and usually play for all-male audiences.10 7
These bands combine
traditionally Arab rhythms with Western-style rock and rap music,10 8 but their
lyrics talk about fighting Israel and promoting Islam the Hamas way. 109 Typical
song titles are I Am Coming Back With Suitcases Filled With Bombs and Order
Your Wife to Wear the Veil for a Pure Palestine;110 typical lyrics include, "[t]he
commandos kidnap Israeli soldiers and kill them, kill them, kill them, kill
112
them.""1 Many of these bands have recorded very popular cassettes.
Much of Hamas art occurs on the streets of Palestine. Street theater
depicting recent or upcoming Hamas terrorist operations is put on at local
universities and Hamas rallies. 113 For example, skits at recent Hamas rallies
have reenacted the Waxman kidnapping, 114 celebrated the murder of Rabin,' 115 and
even foreshadowed the Hamas bombing of an Israeli bus on Dizengoff Street.' 16

DepartFor GreenerPastures,Inter Press Service, Mar. 16, 1995, available in 1995 WL
2259728; Lancaster, supra note 102; Dozier, supra note 102; Ketz, supra note 102.
105. GUARDIANS OF THOUGHT, supra note 103, at 102.

106. David Hudson, Hamas Rap Grabs Palestinians and Voices A Song Of
Revenge, SAN DIEGo UNION-TRiB., Aug. 19, 1995, at A23.

107. Id.
108. Id.
109. Michael Parks, Ready to Kill, Ready to Die, Hamas Zealots Thwart Peace
Mideast: Both PLO, Israel are Threatened as Militant Islamic Group Creates New
'Martyrs' in Deadly Attacks, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 25, 1994, at Al. Some typical lyrics are
"[it doesn't matter how many years the Israelis take from us, we will have our
revenge," and "[a] waterfall of Palestinian blood is shed while our people remain
handcuffed by Israeli occupation." Hudson, supra note 106.
110. Hudson, supra note 106, at A23.
111. Parks, supra note 109, at A10.
112. Hudson, supra note 106, at A23.
113. Hamas Rally Shows Poor Sign for Peace, CALGARY HERALD, Dec. 17, 1994,
at A15; The Hamas New Era,JERUSALEM POST, Dec. 22, 1995, at 6.
114. Hamas Marks 7th Birthday, APS DIPLOMAT RECORDER, Dec. 17, 1994.
115. Hamas Rally Shows Poor Sign For Peace, supra note 113, at AlS.
116. Barbara Amiel, The Stream of Anti-Israeli Vitriol: Israel Had to Try the Peace
Process Still, Why Have IsraelisAvoided Facing up to What Yasser Arafat Really Is?,
MACLEAN'S, Mar. 18, 1996, at 13.
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These Hamas17rallies may even include scout parades, karate shows, and the release
of balloons.'
Hamas supporters paint wall murals honoring famous Hamas martyrs' 18 or
depicting Hamas warriors killing Israelis.' 1 9 Hamas continues the long-standing
Islamic tradition of calligraphy by using artistic graffiti, 120 such as graffiti in
blood red, to spread their political and social messages both locally and abroad. 12 1
Photographs of Hamas martyrs are found in homes, stores, mosques, refugee
camps, schools, and public streets.122 Shrines to the fallen martyrs made up of
Hamaspictures of the martyr, candles, and flowers are built in family homes,
123
affiliated mosques and schools, and even in public squares and streets.
Possibly the most influential medium of Hamas art is its movies. In Hamas
propaganda videos, Hamas terrorists describe in gory detail their successful
terrorist attacks of the past and demonstrate how to use various weapons. In
addition, Hamas religious leaders preach the need for jihad and promise the
paradise of martyrdom. 124 These speeches are interspersed with Hamas songs,
video footage of Hamas rallies, and television footage showing the aftermath of
successful Hamas terrorist attacks.' 2 5 These propaganda videos can be bought
under the table or off the shelves of shops owned by Hamas supporters for five
for about thirty cents in the Gaza Strip, the West Bank, and East
dollars, or rented
126
Jerusalem.
Another genre of Hamas movie is the video will. Many Hamas suicide
bombers leave video wills where they say their goodbyes, explain their death to
their loved ones, ask their families not127to mourn but rather to be proud and
happy, and quote verses from the Koran.
Israeli authorities see these Hamas videos as a security threat Under Israeli
law, selling or merely possessing one of these videos can lead to arrest and jail

117. Hamas Celebrates Seventh Birthday Amid Anti-Israeli Fervour, Agence

France-Presse, Dec. 16, 1994, available in 1994 WL 9648403.
118. David Horovitz, Israeli Arab Held as Joint Crackdown Intensifies, IRISH
TIMEs, Mar. 7, 1996, at 9.
119. 20,000 Rally In Gaza To Support Hamas, ORANGE CouNy REG., Nov. 27,
1994, at A29.
120. KENNETH CRAGG & MARSTON SPEIGHT, ISLAM FROM Wrrmn: ANTHOLOGY OF A
RELIGION 152-158 (1980); see ISLAM AND THE ARAB WORLD, supra note 6.
121. Charles Paul Freund, Sign Language:A Sunday Gallery; Video Martyrology:
Terror in PortraitureFrom Hamas,WASH. POST, Oct. 30, 1994, at C5.
122. PHYLLIS BENNIS, FROM STONES TO STATEH6OD THE PALEsTiAN UPRISING 78
(1989).
123. Id.
124. Nicholas B. Tatro, Hamas Sells Death-Wish Videotapes, CHI. TRIB., Dec. 4,
1994, at 23.
125. Id.
126. Id.
127. Freund, supra note 121, at C5.
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terms of up to five years. 128 On the other hand, even though Arafat's security
forces have at times confiscated such videotapes during Israeli-demanded security
raids of Hamas strongholds, the P.A. 129
does not have any official policy against
possessing, showing, or selling them.
Hamas's goal is to promote Islam within Palestine and to create a greater
Islamic Palestine, 130 but much of the art described above actually violates the
tenets of orthodox Islam. 13 1 For instance, Hamas's use of photographs, movies,
and wall paintings to promote their religious and political agenda violates the
traditional Islamic ban on representational art. 132 Their use of singing, music,
dancing, and theater to promote Islam 133
violates the traditional Islamic prohibition
The Martyrs' music, which "contains
on singing, dancing, and performing.
the soul of Islam," thus ironically violates strict Islamic tenets. 134 Further, some
traditional strains of Islam and many modem Islamic philosophers interpret the
Koran to forbid murder, violence, and terrorist attacks. 135 Thus, the majority of
Hamas art which depicts and furthers violence and murder is arguably un-Islamic.

G. P.A. Nationalist Political Art
In addition to the P.A. film department and military theater, 136 both of which
produce government propaganda, a genre of Palestinian political art is emerging.
First, photographs, portraits, and posters of Arafat are found everywhere-in
137
homes, shops, restaurants, businesses, schools, hospitals, and public squares.
The ever-present pictures of Arafat are reminiscent of the personality cults of
138
Stalin, Hitler, and most recently, King Hussein of Iraq.
139
Palestinian flags are usually in the vicinity of most of Arafat's portraits.
In addition, every conceivable celebratory occasion, from religious holidays to
Israeli withdrawals from West Bank cities and the first Palestinian election, is

128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.

Tatro, supra note 124.
The Haimas New Era,JERUsALEM PoST, Dec. 22,
HAMAS CHARTER, art. 6, art. 11, supra note 4.

1995, at 6.

See supra notes 5-11 and accompanying text.
See supra notes 7-11 and accompanying text.
See supra notes 5-11 and accompanying text.
Hudson, supra note 106.
Amyn B. Sajoo, Islam and Hunan Rights: Congruence or Dichotomy, 4
TEMp. INT'L & COMP. L.J. 23 (1990).
136. See supra Part I.E.
137. Israeli Pullout Incites Revelry, SALT LAKE TRm., Dec. 11, 1995, at A10.
138. Geoffrey Kemp, Saddam Hussein's Exalted Image: Every PictureMust Be His,
L.A. TIMES, Aug. 12, 1990, at 2.
139. Israeli Pullout Incites Revelry, supra note 137.
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marked by national4 0folk dancing, nationalistic songs, and the reading of
nationalistic poetry.
The abundance of democratic-style political art surrounding the first
Palestinian elections stood in stark contrast to the dictator-style Arafat portraits.
Campaign posters, banners, advertisements, and even bumper stickers used
photographs, paintings, and symbols to get the featured candidate elected. Some
campaign posters looked like movie star portraits, 14 1 others showed a photograph
of the candidate at home,142
in his office, in the army, fighting Israelis, or posing
next to a SCUD missile.

H. Palestinian Art Museums
There are two Palestinian art museums, the Al-Wasiti Art Center in East
Jerusalem 43 and the Center for Popular Art in the West Bank. 144 While there are
no substantive laws regulating art in art museums, the P.A. regulates them by
way of a licensing regime, just as it does with television stations, newspapers,
and magazines. 145 If the P.A.
becomes unhappy with an art museum, it simply
146
revokes its business license.

I. Palestinian Writers
Palestinian writers work under a two-tiered system of freedom of expression.
The political elite have unlimited freedom of expression. For example, Arafat and
his wife Suha have written daring autobiographical exposes. Suha Arafat's book,
Enfant de Palestine, recently published147in France, unabashedly critiques
She even crosses the forbidden
Palestinian living conditions and sexism.
political line and mocks her husband. 14 8 Hanan Ashrawi has written and
published controversial poetry as well as a recent novel entitled This Side of
140. Brown, supra note 42; Celebrating A Beginning, supra note 52, at 29;
UprisingDay, supra note 52.
141. Palestinian CandidatesSpent Millions, JERUSALEM POST, Jan. 19, 1996, at 3.
142. Barton Gellman, Election-Mania Hits West Bank, WASH. POST, Jan. 19,
1996, at A29.
143. As the political status of East Jerusalem remains uncertain, whether and how
Palestinian laws effect East Jerusalem art museums remains unclear.
144. Telephone Interview with Sulaiman Mansour, Director of the Al Wasiti Art
Center in East Jerusalem (Mar. 30, 1996).
145. Id.
146. Id.
147. See Marilyn August, Suha Asserts Herself in New Book, JERUSALEM POST,

July 19, 1995, at 5.
148. Id.
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Peace,which criticizes Arafat and his cronies. 149 Finally, Mahmoud Darwish, an
ex-member of Arafat's Executive Committee and Palestine's leading poet, has
been able to write what he wants when he wants. 150 However, all four of these
individuals have the power and money to write and publish their works abroad. 151
The average Palestinian writer must be cognizant of a different level of
freedom of expression. Arafat and the P.A. have attempted to co-opt the more
152
powerful and independent Palestinian writers unions into the P.A. government.
Leaders of the Palestinian Writers Union were part of the committee appointed by
the P.A. to set up the new press law. 15 3 The Writers Union insisted that purely
creative, nonpolitical works should not be censored under the new law. 154 Thus,
nonpolitical novels, poetry, and short stories are currently not censored. 155
However, as demonstrated above, the line between "art" and "politics" is often
unclear in modem Palestine. In the written context, just as in most other artistic
contexts, once the realm of politics has been entered, no "artistic defense" will
help one accused of criticizing Arafat, the P.A., or their policies. Thus, local
Palestinian authors who have criticized the P.A. or Arafat have been hauled into
the police station for intimidating questioning, placed in jail without any charges,
threatened with car bombs, and even shot at. 156 Many acclaimed Palestinian
157
writers and poets have consequently chosen not to return to Palestine yet.

149. Suzanne Glass, How HananAshrawi Plans To Build A Nation,
(London), May 31, 1995, at 21.
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150. Leading PalestinianFigureBarredfrom Gaza, Agence France-Presse, May 20,
1995 available in 1995 WL 7805745; Zia Jaffrey, The Last Sky: Mahmoud Darwish's
Beirut Remembrances, VILLAGE VOICE, Apr. 11, 1995, at 26.
151. See August, supra note 147; Glass, supra note 149; Leading Palestinian
FigureBarredfrom Gaza, supra note 150; Jaffrey, supra note 150.

152. Interview with Izzat Ghazzawi, Chairman of the Palestinian Writers Union
(May 1, 1996); see ZACHARY LOCKMAN & JOEL BEiNN, supra note 2; see also Gail
Pressberg & Linda Heller Kamm, Arafat's Progress in Fighting Terror, CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE MONrrOR, Mar. 15, 1996, available in 1996 WL 5040084. They have often

taken unified political stances as exemplified by a recent paid advertisement
condemning the Israeli bus bombings. Id.
153. Interview with Izzat Ghazzawi, supra note 152.
154. Id.
155. Id.
156. John Battersby, Palestinians Split and Draw Swords As More Power Heads
Their Way, CHRISTIAN ScIENCE MONITOR, Aug. 31, 1995, at 1. Abdel Satter Qassem, a

prominent left-wing academic at Nablus's An-Najah University, was shot and wounded
in the legs by unidentified gunmen outside his Nablus home. The attack followed an
article he wrote in the July 20 issue of the Hamas newspaper, al-Watan, which
criticized Arafat and said he was controlled by Western money and the media. Id.
157. Dan Carpenter, Blind Poet Brings View From a World Away to Kokomo,
INDIANAPOLIS STAR,

Feb. 12, 1995, at B1.
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J. Political Cartoonists and Photojournalism
Political cartoons and photojournalism constitute the sphere in which the
press and the arts most obviously overlap.
Political cartoons and
photojournalism are governed by the July 1995 Palestinian Press Law, which
declares that the Palestinian press is free and that every Palestinian has the
absolute right to express his opinion in a free manner either verbally or in
writing, photographs, or drawings. 158 However, any information which would
incite violence, harm national unity, or encourage racism or sectarianism, would
be harmful to religion, or contradicts the principles of freedom, national
159
responsibilities, human rights, and respect for truth is barred from publication.
Also barred from publication are records from secret government meetings, secret
information about the Palestinian police or armed forces, and reporting about law
suits in progress. 160 Finally, use of pen-names is banned.16' Violations of the
press law can be punished by way of publication
suspension, fines of up to
16 2
$10,000, and ajail term of up to six months.
Despite the press law's use of democratic phraseology, its open-ended
exceptions have been used to justify extensive oppression of the Palestinian
press, including political cartoons and photojournalism. For instance, the "secret
information about police" exception has been invoked to arrest a CBS cameraman
for filming Palestinian policemen on patrol in Gaza City, 163 to close down a
newspaper because of an angry caricature of the Gaza police chief, 164 and to
prevent Irish Times reporters from photographing
a Palestinian Olympic hopeful
165
in the vicinity of a Palestinian police station.
One Palestinian political cartoonist explained that, in practice, Arafat has
interpreted the vague "national unity" exception to forbid any negative portrayal
of Arafat, his aides, or the P.A. in general.' 66 In addition, the P.A. does not just
censor but also has been known to threaten, arrest, and even physically harm
167
political cartoonists whose work they dislike.

158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
Apr. 13,
164.

Pessin, supra note 16.
Ghazali, supra note 15.
Pessin, supra note 16.
Id.
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Media Rousted by Palestinian Security Forces, PLAIN DEALER (Cleveland),

1995, at A16.
Jon Immanuel, AI-Quds Back On Stands After Missing One Edition,
JERUSALEM POST, Aug. 20, 1995, at 2.
165. Dudley Doust, Back on the Olympic Map, IRISH TIMEs, Mar. 30, 1996, at
Sports 8.
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15, 1996, at 1.
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IV. THE CURRENT LEGAL STATUS OF THE PALESTINIAN
ARTS
A. The State of Flux of the Palestinian Covenant._Legal
and Judicial System

System.

The 1968 Palestinian National Covenant is the closest thing to a Palestinian
constitution. 168 The Covenant is a revolutionary document which focuses
abstractly on the existence of a Palestinian national identity, the right to
Palestinian self-determination, and the right to a Palestinian state. The Covenant
does not address tangible issues such as the form and structure of the government,
the court system, freedoms of expression and religion, or education.
On May 20, 1994, Arafat decreed the reinstatement of "all the regulations,
laws and orders" that were in effect before
the Israeli occupation, pending
promulgation of new laws by the P.A. 169 However, exactly what those preIsraeli occupation laws were remains unclear. The two main residual legal
systems to which Arafat seemed to refer were the 1950 civil and criminal
Jordanian laws, which governed the West Bank during the Jordanian annexation of
the West Bank in 1950, and the British-influenced Palestinian Penal Code 17of
1936, which governed the Gaza Strip during the British Mandate (1922-1948). 0
These residual legal systems, however, lack legitimacy because they are antiquated
leftovers from foreign occupations and not the creation of a democratic Palestinian
legislature. In addition, these residual legal systems have not been publicized;
thus, the majority of Palestinians are not on notice as to their contents. 171 These
residual laws are quickly being replaced by P.A.-promulgated laws, but,
understandably, commercial, securities, 17international
relations, and even press
2
laws are taking precedence over art laws.
In the West Bank and Gaza Strip, a residual system of civil and criminal
courts created during the Jordanian and British occupations exists. 173 Under these
74
systems, religious courts have jurisdiction over family and personal status law.'
Recently, the P.A. created a military justice system that functions alongside the
civil and criminal courts. 175 These military courts follow yet another penal code,
one the P.L.O. developed in exile. 176 The military courts have been used to try
civilian defendants such as Palestinian editors, journalists, writers, and human

168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.

Geddes, supra note 14, at 321.
The Gaza Strip andJericho, supranote 18, at 15.
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rights lawyers, 177 and have
been harshly criticized for their lack of due process and
178
abuse of human rights.

B. Three Spheres of Censorship
The Palestinian legal and judicial systems are in a state of flux such that the
law is unclear. This state of flux has made it possible for official P.A. policy
regarding the arts to conflict with the conduct of authorities. Thus, the official
P.A. policy is freedom of artistic expression, but in practice, censorship occurs in
three unofficial spheres-those of sex, politics, and religion.
Before and after the Palestinian press law was passed, the P.A. censored the
press's political speech by closing down newspapers and arresting journalists,
writers, and editors who published any information critical of it. 179 Both before
and after the promulgation of the press law, political censorship has been broad,
erratic, and often in violation of international human rights norms.1 80 Journalists
have been dragged to the police station in the middle of the night, received
midnight phone calls and visits from Palestinian police, and even been physically
abused for such benign crimes as failing to place a flattering story about Arafat on
the front page or failing to falsify news so as to make it more pro-Arafat.' 8' The
P.A. has harshly censored political cartoons and photojournalism, which fall into
the no man's land between "press" and "arte under the open-ended P.A. press
82
law.1
Political censorship of the press has had a chilling effect on the Palestinian
arts. To avoid the plight of editors and journalists, Palestinian artists practice
political self-censorship. They push the envelope by mocking social phenomena
and Palestinian parliamentary candidates, but never cross the line into the sacred
sphere of Arafat, the P.A., and their policies. 183 As the acceptance of the play
Democracyby Force'84 and the rejection of the Jordanian play Peace 0' Peace'8 5
demonstrate, direct criticisms of Arafat, his government, or his policies, even
when couched in artistic terms, are unacceptable.
Hamas acts as a moral censor. It censors the arts in Palestine by burning
down movie theaters which play "immoral" films, torching video stores which

177. Sakher Abu Eloun, PalestinianPolice Detain Leading Hwnan Rights Lawyer,
Agence France-Presse, Feb. 15, 1995, Int'l News Sec, available in 1995 WL 7759855.
178. Susan Litherland, Human Rights-Palestine: Midnight Secret Trials in Gaza,
Inter Press Service, June 23, 1995, available in 1995 WL 2261924.
179. Brown, supra note 42.
180. Id.
181. Id.
182. See supra notes 159-163 and accompanying text.
183. See supra notes 49, 71-79 and accompanying text.
184. See supra notes 72-74 and accompanying text.
185. See supra notes 75-77 and accompanying text.
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carry "immoral videos," beating up video store owners and employees who rent
out these "immoral videos"' 186 preaching fiery sermons in mosques and
newspapers against "immoral dancing and187singing," and spreading false rumors
about AIDS and prostitution at the circus.
This violence and intimidation has resulted in widespread moral selfcensorship. The PBC voluntarily edits any sex scenes or passionate kisses out of
pirated films, sitcoms, and soap operas. 188 Palestinian cinema and theater avoid
close intermingling of the sexes, partial nudity, sexy dancing, and of course,
kissing or bedroom scenes.18 9 Finally, the P.A. chose not to go forward with the
highlight of the summer music festival by not allowing a sexy Israeli female pop
singer to perform.' 90
Blasphemous art has not yet been openly fought over in Palestine. As
Mahommad al-Sawalmeh, the Chief of the Documentary Film Department in the
P.A. Ministry of Culture, explained, there is an unspoken understanding among
Palestinian artists that it would be imprudent to create, or at least publicly
display, blasphemous art while Hamas continues to have significant popular
support. 9 1

186. See supra notes 81-84 and accompanying text.
187. See supra notes 52-66 and accompanying text.
188. See supra notes 45-46 and accompanying text.
189. See supra notes 81-84 and accompanying text.
190. See supra notes 58-66 and accompanying text.
191. The Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and the Iranian and Saudi regimes are
Islamic Fundamentalist political groups which share Hamas beliefs. See Ketz, supra
note 102; SYRIA UNMAsKED, supra note 50; GuARDiANs OF THOUGHT, supra note 103.
All have demonstrated that they will go to great lengths to censor what they consider
to be "blasphemy." The most publicized example of this attitude is the Salman
Rushdie affair, in which the Ayatollah of Iran issued a fatwa, a religious order that
Salman Rushdie be killed for having written The Satanic Verses, which was considered
to blaspheme the Koran, the prophet Mohammed, and Islam in general. Rushdie has
been living in hiding ever since. See, DANIEL PIPEs, THE RusHDiE AFFAiR: THE NOVEL,

(1990). Another example of this is the recent, highly
visible attempt of Egyptian fundamentalists to ban the film, The Emigrant, which was
accused of violating a Koranic injunction against human portrayal of prophets.
Dozier, supra note 102. Thus, if a blasphemous piece of art were to appear in
Palestine, Hamas would most likely react to it harshly. Palestinian artists, who
understand this fact, practice self-censorship with regards to religion, or at least,
prudently, choose not to publicly display any art Hamas is likely to consider
"blasphemous."
THEAYATOLLAH, ANDTHEWEST
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C. Art as Political Speech
Arafat claims to aspire to create "a parliamentary democratic system of
192
In the United States, the
governance. . . based on freedom of expression."
most protected speech is political speech, because, it is felt, without free political
speech one cannot have a true democracy. 193 Political speech can be oral,
written, or artistic. 194 A great deal of the Palestinian art at issue in this Article
could be classified as political speech-the television sitcom Flash, almost all
Palestinian theater, election posters, and political cartoons, as well as Hamas
"art"-graffiti, songs, poetry, plays, wall murals, and movies. While Arafat and
the P.A. have commendably allowed almost all of the above-mentioned artistic
political speech, they have prohibited the most important speech, core political
speech--direct criticisms of the government. Arafat is stifling the very kind of
speech which creates a true democracy-political debate.

D.

Obscenity

The limits on obscenity in Palestinian art should be defined by the
Palestinian legislature, based on a Palestinian consensus, rather than by the
violence and intimidation of a terrorist organization. In a Palestinian legislature,
the Hamas definition of obscenity, pornography, and morality in art would have
to compete with the Western norms to which Palestinians were exposed through
exile in the United States, Europe, and other Arab countries as well as during
Israeli rule. Definitions of obscenity and pornography should be based on cultural
norms reflecting what Palestinian society is comfortable with, and not the muscle
power of a terrorist organization.

E. The Incitement Rationale
If the P.A. wanted to curb obscenity, they could make a colorable argument
that, within the current Palestinian context, sexy Western movies and videos
195
After
"incite violence" and present a "clear and present danger" to social order.
all, Hamas outrage with Western movies being shown in the Nasser Theater

192. Geddes, supra note 14, at 422.
193. WjlAM W. VAN ALSTYNE, FIRST AMENDMENT CASES AND MATERIALs 21
(1991).
194. See e.g., United States v. O'Brien, 391 U.S. 367 (1968); Schacht v. United
States, 398 U.S. 58 (1970).
195. This author has chosen to use U.S. law as the point of reference because this
is the standard used in the Palestinian press law (1995) and is often cited by Arafat as
well.
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directly incited supporters to burn down the theater; 196 "immoral videotapes" in a
number of video stores incited Hamas supporters to beat up the store owners and
employees.' 97 Even the Jordanian play Peace 0' Peace, which mocked Arafat,
incited a stoning riot. 19 8 Finally, a Palestinian consensus held that Zehava Ben's
performance last summer in Gaza would have created a "clear and present danger"
of violence by Hamas--"a clear and present199danger" of riots, stone throwing,
arson, shooting, and possibly even civil war.
The P.A. could also prohibit much Hamas art based on Article 12 of the
Gaza-Jericho Agreement, 20 0 which provides, "Israel and the Palestinian Authority
shall seek to abstain from incitement, including hostile propaganda, against each
other and, without derogating from the principle of freedom of expression, shall
take legal measures to prevent such 20
incitement
by any organizations, groups or
1
individuals within their jurisdiction."
The P.A. could bolster its invocation of Article 12 to limit Hamas art by
"incitement to violence" and "national security" arguments based on the unique
Palestinian historical and political context. The P.A. could argue that a strong
causal link exists between Hamas art and their terrorist operations, citing evidence
such as the recent Hamas skit acting out the bombing of an Israeli bus on
Dizengoff street which was followed days later by a number of such terrorist
attacks on buses in that area. 20 2 The P.A. could further argue that there is a
causal link between Hamas art and terrorism by providing evidence showing that a
key part of the Hamas suicide bomber training program involves exposing future
bombers to Hamas poetry, songs, and propaganda movies. 20 3 The P.A. could
show that a majority of the recent suicide bombers had been directly exposed to
such items in preparation for their terrorist missions. 20 4 These videos, plays, and
songs are often direct links to violence because many young Palestinians regard
the words of recognized religious leaders and martyrs as authoritative religious
20 5
commandments.
The argument that Hamas art "incites violence" is similar to the "incitement"
claims made in such U.S. cases as McCollum v. CBS, in which a teenager
committed suicide while listening to an Ozzie Osbourne song, Suicide Solution,
whose lyrics abstractly discuss suicide. 20 6 The causal link between art and
violence is much stronger in the case of Hamas art because of the context in
which the Hamas art is being created, its intended purpose, and its specificity.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.

See supra notes 81-84 and accompanying text.
See supra notes 81-84 and accompanying text.
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McCollum v. CBS, 249 Cal. Rptr. 187 (Cal. Ct. App. 1988).
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Hamas art is created in a world in which Hamas is waging a de facto terrorist war
on Israel, and it is created with the express intent of spurring young Palestinians
on to violently attack Israelis. Finally, Hamas art does not depict violence
depicts Palestinians using specific terrorist techniques to harm
generally-it
207
Israelis.
In contrast, Ozzie Osbourne's Suicide Solution was not created in the context
of a long history of teenage boys systematically listening to music and
committing suicide. The Ozzie Osbourne song was not directed at any particular
group, 20 8 and was not created with the explicit intent of causing teenagers to take
209
their lives.
Ice-T's Cop Killeris a closer analogy to Hamas art because one could argue
that there is a de facto war between young black youths and cops in many of our
inner cities. Cop Killer was arguably directed to black youths, and the song even
described a particular weapon for the violence-a gun. However, Cop Killer was
with the intent of encouraging black men to shoot cops in the inner
not created
2 10
city.
Hamas terrorist attacks are not copycat crimes committed by one or two
wayward souls who misinterpreted a poem, a song, or a movie.2 11 Hamas art is
part of a program to promote the Hamas war against Israel and to recruit, inspire,
and train terrorists.
In an ideal world, the P.A. would not need the "incitement rationale" to limit
any type of art. However, P.A. use of that rationale to limit obscene art and
Hamas art would be more justifiable than their current misuse of that rationale as
a pretext for eliminating opposition viewpoints and stifling criticisms of the
invoked the "incitement
government and political debate. The P.A. has only
2 12
political cartoons, 213 and
rationale" when censoring political television shows,
academic writings which criticize the P.A. or their policies in the form of
political debate rather than in the form of a call to violence. 2 14 However, a
Hamas propaganda movie, rap cassette, or even a sexy Western movie is much
more likely to incite violence in the Palestinian context than is a television show
criticizing P.A. tax policy or a caricature of a Gaza police chief.

207. See supra notes 116-19, 127-28 and accompanying text.
208. See McCollum, 249 Cal. Rptr 187.
209. Id.
210. See Erica Brizzi, Ice-T Talks About Gangs, Society, DES MoIEs REGISTER,
May 1, 1996, at 3.
211. Subway Attack Fuels Movie Violence Debate, DAILY PROGRESS, Nov. 30,
1995; Subway Attackers Say They Didn't See Film, BOSTON GLOBE, Dec. 19, 1995.
212. Palestinian Authority Switches Off Private Television, Agence FrancePresse, Feb. 29, 1996, available in 1996 WL 3813355.
213. Immanuel, supra note 164, at 2.
214. Battersby, supra note 156.
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F. The Relationship Between the Press -and the Arts
The P.A. is slightly more lenient with the arts than the press: one can get
away with more political criticism when it is couched in artistic terms than when
it is printed in the newspaper. For example, an indirect sneer at Arafat's personal
security service in the play Democratic by Force went unpunished, 2 15 while2 16a
political cartoon of a police chief garnered its newspaper a suspension.
Newspaper articles promoting Hamas
are less tolerated than Hamas theater, songs,
217
movies, poetry, and wall paintings.

V. THE FUTURE LEGAL STATUS OF THE PALESTINIAN
ARTS
The future legal status of the Palestinian arts will depend on the political
balance struck between Arafat and Hamas at the time the Palestinian constitution
and the criminal and civil laws affecting the arts are written. While Hamas will
not represent a political majority in the Palestinian legislature any time soon, it
may continue to have strong popular support. 2 18 However, Hamas' political
influence has been declining steadily since 1993.219

215. Gellman, supra note 71, at A17.
216. Immanuel, supra note 164, at 2.
217. Compare Media Rousted By Palestinian Security Forces, PLAIN DEALER
(Cleveland), Apr. 13, 1995, at A16 (stating that Palestinian journalist who often
promotes Hamas was arrested several times and had his home raided) with Arafat Vows
to FightRadicals as He Opens PalestinianParliament,DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Mar. 8,
1996, at A20 (claiming that the only time that the P.A. confiscated Hamas'
propaganda movies and training videos was in an Israeli-demanded security sweep
immediately following the triple bus bombings of March 1996) and Mortimer B.
Zuckerman, Yasser Arafat's Last Chance, U.S. NEws & WORLD REPORT, Mar. 11, 1996,
at 72 (reporting that P.A. police stood by during Hamas bus bombing skits and poetry
reading).
218. Nicholas Woodsworth, On The Road to a Different Revolution, FINANCIAL
TIMES, Dec. 16, 1995, at XX, available in 1995 WL 11166581.
219. In 1990-1993, Hamas had the support of forty to fifty percent of local
Palestinians. Today Hamnas' popular support waivers around twenty to twenty-five
percent. Palestinians, Israelis Join Forces In Sweep Against Hamas Cells, FORT
WORTH STAR, Mar. 7, 1996, at 10. The reasons for this are numerous. Israel and Arafat
have declared war on Hamas and are attempting to destroy its popular appeal and
infrastructure by destroying suicide bombers' family homes; arresting all members of
the military wing of Hamas as well as Hamas political leaders; closing down Hamas
schools, hospitals, and mosques; and replacing Hamas-supporting imams (Islamic
clergy) with state-supporting ones. Id.
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Exactly how powerful Hamas is at the time of the writing of the Palestinian
constitution and art laws will determine how many concessions, if any, the P.A.
must make to Hamas. As seen in the ongoing Egyptian battle between the
secular Egyptian government and the local Islamic Fundamentalists, concessions
regarding the moral and Islamic nature of the arts are often an easy way to appease
220
the Islamic Fundamentalist movement.

A. The Palestinian Constitution
How will the P.A. balance its interests in democracy, freedom of expression,
secularism, and international concepts of human rights against the local
resurgence of fundamentalism and the need for national order and international
peace? Balancing of these larger concerns will be seen in the four or five articles
of the constitution which will fundamentally determine the legal status of
Palestinian arts. The first controversial issue will be how Islamic law or sharia
will be incorporated into the Palestinian state. Arafat often uses Islamic
symbolism in an official capacity. In political speeches to fellow Palestinians,
Arafat often refers to "Allah" andjihad(holy war).2 2' Further, Arafat was sworn
222
in as President of Palestine with his hand on the Koran.
Almost all of the Arab States recognize Islamic jurisprudence as the principal
source of their law.223 Discussion of the situation in Egypt may serve to
illustrate how this state-sanctified Islamic jurisprudence can prove very harmful to
artists. Even when the government does not strictly enforce the Islamic legal
concepts of blasphemy, obscenity, and public morality, under the Islamic legal
doctrine of hisba, any individual Muslim has legal standing to sue an offender of
Islam even if the plaintiff was not directly damaged by the offense. 224 Aggressive
Islamic fundamentalist lawyers in Egypt have used hisba successfully to sue
actors, actresses, movie stars, producers, directors, writers, and poets for violating
Islam through the use of obscenity, pornography, or blasphemy. 225 In addition,
the Islamic legal concept of apostasy has been used to curtail artists' freedom in

220. Kim Murphy, Islamic Militants Target Arab Intellectuals, Artists, L.A.
Nov. 28, 1994, at 1.
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223. See EGYPT. CONST. pt. I, art. 2 ("Islamic jurisprudence is the principal source
of legislation"); IRAQ. CoNsT. ch. I, art. 4 ("Islam is the religion of the State.");
JORDAN. CONST. ch. I, art. 2 ("Islam shall be the religion of the State .... "); SYRIA.
CONST. pt. I, art. 3 (2) ("Islamic jurisprudence is a main source of legislation.").
224. Egyptian Artists Call for Protection Against Islamic Extremists, Agence
France-Presse, Jan. 15, 1996, available in 1996 WL 3788331.
225. Id.
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Egypt and elsewhere. 226 An artist who blasphemes Islam by portraying prophets
in a less-than-perfect light, by questioning or reinterpreting Islamic traditions, or
by participating in the creation of "obscene"' images may be accused of
renouncing his or her faith. 227 Under Islam, the punishment for apostasy is

death. 228
Even though the majority of Arab states recognize Islam as their state
religion and Islamic law as their principal source of law, 229 there is a chance that
Arafat and the P.A. will not. The P.A. is beholden to Europe and the United
States for financial aid and Arafat has repeatedly promised them a democratic,
secular Palestinian state.2 30 Further, Arafat retains much influence over the
Palestinian legislature and he is not himself a fundamentalist. 231 Arafat has also
proven that he is not afraid to stand up to Hamas: he has
promoted Western-style
232
entertainment in the face of strong Hamas disapproval.
The next constitutional provision likely to effect the legal status of the
Palestinian arts is that delineating the structure of the judiciary. Arafat has
promised an independent Palestinian judiciary 233-but the P.A.'s newly created
military courts with their secret midnight trials 234 and the court systems of the
neighboring Arab democratic states cast doubt on this promise. Neighboring
democratic Arab states, such as Syria and Egypt, promise an independent judiciary
in their constitutions, 235 but in practice have court systems which are greatly
236
influenced by either the executive or independent religious institutions or both.
The influence of the executive and religious groups upon their judiciaries has led
to extreme censorship of the arts. For example, in Egypt the influence of Al
Hazar, an independent religious organization, on the Egyptian court system has
led to the recent banning of a number of "un-Islamic" books and films. 237 Thus,
a Palestinian judiciary which is not truly independent could provide an indirect
route for Hamas to censor the arts based on moral and religious concerns or for
the P.A. to censor the arts based on political concerns.
Iran and Saudi Arabia's constitutions promise that "all expression is free as
long as it furthers the goals of the state and is not detrimental to the fundamental

226.
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234.

Murphy, supra note 220.
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See supra notes 58-60 and accompanying text.
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235. EGYPT. CONST. ch. IV, art. 165; SYRIA. CONST. ch. III, arts. 131-48.
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principles of Islam." 238 However, the constitutions of Egypt, Syria, Jordan, and
Iraq all promise the freedom to express oneself in any medium-written or oral,
through photography, drawing or acting-within the limits of the law.239 This
guarantee of freedom of expression is exactly the opposite of that guaranteed by
the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, which promises that freedom of
expression will not be abridged by any congressional act.
These Arab
constitutions create a freedom of expression explicitly limited by laws. Thus,
while our First Amendment places freedom of expression above the laws of the
nation, these Arab states place their national laws above freedom of expression.
Therefore, Arafat's promises of freedom of expression in combination with the
uniformity of the approach to this issue taken by other Arab states surrounding
Palestine suggest that the Palestinian constitution will promise a freedom of
expression limited by P.A. laws.
One last possible constitutional limitation on Palestinian artistic expression
would be an "Emergency State of War Provision." Almost all of Palestine's
neighboring Arab states have such a provision in their constitutions, allowing the
executive to suspend the constitution and the laws during an "emergency state of
war."240 Many of the Arab states have invoked this provision on a regular
basis. 24 1 The turbulent Palestinian context means that abuse of this provision is
a realistic concern.

B. The Palestinian Laws
While Arafat may use Islamic imagery and symbolism when it is politically
expedient to do so, he is not an Islamic fundamentalist and does not live an
Islamically strict personal life. 24 2 Further, by using art to promote its social and
moral views despite harsh criticism and threats from Hamas, the P.A. has
243
demonstrated that it is not afraid to confront Hamas in the realm of the arts.
By sponsoring a documentary promoting women's equality, a Russian circus, a
Western-style music festival, and belly dancing on the beach, the P.A. has shown
244
that their view of "moral art" is significantly more liberal than Hamas' view.
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Therefore, when the P.A. does finally promulgate laws regulating art, those
laws will most likely not be as strict as those of Iran or Saudi Arabia, and thus
may not be acceptable to Hamas. In all likelihood, no Palestinian law will insist
that all art further state and Islamic goals and not violate fundamental principles
of Islam. However, Hamas popular support coupled with the fundamentally
245
conservative Islamic nature of many Palestinians, especially in the Gaza Strip,
means that the P.A. will most likely have criminal laws forbidding "blasphemy,"
"obscenity," "indecent exposure," "pornography," and the "violation of public
morals." How each of these ambiguous concepts is defined will depend on the
balance of political power between Islamic fundamentalists and secularists in the
P.A. parliament, the influence Hamas has among the public, the independence of
the judiciary, and public consensus.
In keeping with the trend of neighboring Arab states, the P.A. may impose
limitations on the arts through laws which look like the 1995 Palestinian press
law and prohibit artistic expression which "hurts national unity," "causes
sectarianism," "incites violence," or "destroys social peace and order."24 6 P.A.
enforcement of the press law and application of similar laws in Egypt, Syria,
Jordan, Iraq, Algeria, and Turkey suggest that these "national unity" exceptions
are vague and open-ended and can be manipulated to ban almost any artistic
expression. 247 If the P.A. government continues to be insecure and unstable, and
if the press and the arts continue to be used to criticize and destabilize the
Palestinian government, the P.A. might pass strict slander and libel laws, as both
Egypt and Jordan have recently done. 24 8 If Hamas continues to constitute a
serious threat to the P.A. as well as to domestic and foreign peace and security,
the P.A. might attempt to pass a broad
anti-terrorism law which would prohibit
249
terrorist art, as Turkey recently has.
What actual art laws the P.A. chooses to put on the books is to some degree
irrelevant, because it is the interpretation and enforcement of these laws which is
crucial. Criminal laws forbidding "obscenity," "pornography," and "indecent
exposure" could be interpreted by Palestinian courts to forbid only X-rated
movies, or they could be interpreted to forbid movies in which elderly women
wear one-piece bathing suits at the beach. How such laws will be interpreted and
enforced will depend on the position Islamic law takes in the Palestinian
245. Abu-Nasr, supra note 56.
246. Said Ghazali, PLO Press Law Limits Reporting on Police Activities, AP, July
17, 1995, available in1995 WL 4397617.
247. See Pessin, supra note 16; Nadire Mater, Turkey-Human Rights: Historic
Freedom of Expression Case Opens, Inter Press Service, Aug. 24, 1995, available in
1995 WL 10133825.
248. Three Opposition Editors To Be Tried For Slander, Agence France-Presse,
Feb. 4, 1996, available in 1996 WL 3799350; Leila Deeb, Jordan-Media: Elastic
Concepts of Press Laws Criticized, Inter Press Service, Mar. 22, 1994 available in
1994 WL 2583944.
249. WriterAcquitted of Aiding Kurd SeparatismiTurkish Novelist Was Held Under
Anti-Terror Law, S.F. CHRON., Dec. 2, 1995, at A20.
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constitution, how independent the judiciary is, and who is enforcing the lawsP.A.prosecutors, P.A. police, Hamas lawyers, or Hamas fanatics in the streets.
Similarly, how broadly "national unity" limitations on the arts are interpreted and
how strictly they are enforced will depend on the larger political context.
VI. CONCLUSION
While a lot of art is being created in Palestine, there are not yet a lot of laws
about art. With no Palestinian constitution, no bill of rights, and no
comprehensive code of laws, the only legal guideline Palestinian artists currently
have is the January 1995 Palestinian press law, with its vague promise of
freedom of expression unless such expression "incites violence" or "harms
national unity or religion." Thus, it is not any Palestinian law which is causing
some Palestinian artists to self-censor their work, but rather a combination of
Arafat's, the P.A.'s, Hamas', and local residents' reactions to various Palestinian
art.
The Palestinian government may ultimately choose to emulate the U.S.'s
legal attitude toward the arts or may instead choose to follow the approach of one
of its neighboring Arab states. This decision will depend on the ultimate balance
of power in the Palestinian government and in the streets between Islamic
fundamentalists and secular nationalists.
However, until the Palestinian
government is secure in its authority, has a clearly written constitution and laws,
begins following international human rights norms, has a restrained and
dependable police force, and achieves security on the domestic and foreign fronts,
the reality on the ground regarding the Palestinian arts will likely remain the
same-Palestinian artists will continue to practice political, moral, and religious
self-censorship.

